
STATISTICS 2023 

EXAM ONE 

NAME IN PRINT ____ f;e_~...u------------
SIGNATURE IN INK, _ ______________ _ 

FALL 2019 CWID IN INK _ ____ ____________ _ 

TRUE OR FALSE. Answer with a capital Tor F. (3 points each) 

T 1. A sample is a subset of the population and the observed data in the sample are described using 
graphs and numerical measures. 

f== 2. In a pie chart the relative frequency of each category of data is represented by height of the bars in 
the graph. ---1 3. If the range in a mound-shaped data set is 150 units, then it is reasonable that the standard deviation 

is about 25 units. ✓ ~ _ 

p 4. The numerical measures of variation include variance, standard deviation, median, and range. 

~ 5. If a data set is mound-sha ed, then approximately 95% of the data set is within one standard 

de~ion of the mean. ~ 
2 
~ 

___ 6. If a data set with unknown shape ha a mean of 43 and a standard deviation 7 then at most 25% of 
the data are outside of the interval (29, 57). 

j 7. The sum of the probabilities of all tl~-i?o~ibJ outcorZii~ experiment is equal to one. 

CALCULATION QUESTIONS. Write the answer on the line. (3 points each) 

Assume that a major stock index changed by the following percentages for each of the last 8 business days. 
-2.7, 3.3, 4.0, -1.8, 3.1, -2.9, 3.6 2.8. 

------- 8. What is the numerical value of the sum of the observations? 

76 '7 , 1 5_ X -= (-1.-r) + 3 .:~ + , , . + 2 , ~ ~ CJ, L/-
______ -_,t-___ "[....__ 9. What is the numerical value of the sum of the squares of the observations? 

ii" :; ~ 2 ,7 t + ) . ?,1-, + .. . --t 2 · <i? 2 =- 7 6, 2 t/ 
__ i_g_, _3_fo_ 10. What is the numerical value of the square of the sum of the observations? 

3. J (2xY-:: qi/~-== e-i. 36 
______ 11 . What is the numerical value of the standard devjatioc of tl:ie eb&ervations listed above? 
Round your answer to one digit past th · ~ \2 ~ ~ 

(\ __ \ ~/\ 2-____ ~ -- 76, Zt/ - 8 
0 :: 3.os1g 

vi-( ~ .... , 



STATISTICS 2023 EXAM ONE 
STATE THE ANSWER. Write the answer on the line. 

FALL 2019 PAGE TWO 
(3 points each) 

0 • 2.. 12. If one category of data is represented in a pie chart with an arc that measures 72 degrees, 
what is the relative frequency of that category of data? /;2 der ~ RJ1-ut (3'0) ,,to 7 :;_ - flei~ ~) =I> /?e l ii,y ~ 
___ J-____ 13. If the sum of squares in a sample with 260 observations is 126,876 and the sum is 5,720 
then what is the numerical value of the sample standard deviation? 

<'l... 

S l-f<i;f2 l2l>/676 - f.~ = 2 
U,i. -:::- - i,, _, - -: :1.1.,0-1 

' /b I), 0 14. If a data set is mound shaped with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 then 
approximately what percent of the data excee s the value 115? 

,.___..,.. .lb 

I (ft) I t iG 

------ 15. If a data set has a mean of 54 and a standard deviation of 12 then what is the data value 
associated with a z score of-0.4? 

/. 2-
______ 16. If a data set has a mean of 54 and a standard deviation of 12 then what is the z score 

forthevalue68.4? 'x-f ~g.Jf _ 51/-
o/ ~ ,. ~ ) '.2-- -

_(_~_?_._6--"') ___ "2r __ 6_. _g_)..;;.._._ 17. A sample of 16 red tail hawks had an average wingspan of 25.2 
inches and a standard deviation of 0.8. Based on this sample, about 95% of all red tail hawks should have 
wingspans between what two numbers if wingspan is assumed to have a mound-shape? 

x+2s ~~~si 
q ().. :ZS· 2 t :;1 ( 1). ~) ¾ ( 2 3. 6 > 2. b. g ) 

______ 18. If a data set with unknown shape has a mean of 68 and a standard deviation of 12 units 
then at most twenty-five percent of the data will be greater than what value? ' 

x-1-2-s 

~ 
. . 19. A data set with 1,400 values contains 350 ones, 450 twos, 400 threes and 200 fours. 

What 1s the numencal value of the median for this data set? 

~;) ,, , /?i$o) 'J.3~/) ,. ,, 28ni j(H,/ . ., h 1/ L/ A ,; ov ) .:51"2.f:ro ) I 2..01 ) . · •~ 19/rO 

;2--@ //4ct, 7ro,~ 
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(3 points each) STATE THE ANSWER. Write the answer on the line. 

The Oklahoma State University Water Ski Team recorded the time in seconds required by 7 members of the 
team to perform a difficult water ski event. The tim~s in seconds required by each student to perform the water 
ski event are as follows: 38, 29, 42, 62, 28, 26, 44· 
Use these data to answer the next four questions. 

------20. What is the numerical value of the mean for this sample of water ski event times? Round 
your answer to have no digits past the decimal. 

X::c~,: ~-;; 3g_ LJvis1 
21. What is the numerical value of the standard deviation for the time required for members ------

of the water ski team to perform this difficult event? Round your answer to one digits past the decimal. 

2x1-<W 
11 

"1-/ 

___ 3_~--- 22. What is the numerical value of the median of the above sample of times required to 
perform this difficult water ski event? 

½ _________ 23. What fraction of the members on the water ski team can perform this difficult water ski 
event in less than half a minute? State your answer as a ratio; do not state a decimal answer. 

½ 3,-J(k.1~weA.t.-<¼~. 
The daily profit in a casino outside a small Oklahoma town is mound-shaped with a mean of $9,200 and a 
standard deviation of $1,200. Use this information to answer the remaining questions on this page. 

f 5 ~(ff) 
wha?value? 

24. Based on the inf rmation above, the lowest daily profit for this casino is approximately 

X --35: i 2n>-3(1>~) = 

¥J tfl -== I 5; 6~ 
· 2J,/- lJv 25. Approximately what ercent of the time will the daily profit in this casino exceed $8,000? 

f II, btJO- &11b UV 
26. The Indian tribe t ~towns this casino wants to reward the employees when the profits 

are in the top 2.5%. Daily profit must ex eed what amount for the employees to receive a bonus based on this 
criterion? 

X 

, ---~ ,Di~ 'x-1- 2S = 

i 2m? +2(1) ?.oo)= 
-ef I I) 6to 
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PROBABILITY QUESTIONS. State the answer on the line. 

PAGE FOUR 
(3 points each) 

()' 7 3 J/ 27. At a state university 70% of all faculty have Ph.D. degrees and 65% of all faculty are 
tenured. Of the faculty with Ph.D. degrees, 88% are tenured. What is the probability that a randomly chosen 

faculty member has a Ph.D. degree or is tenured? "\ /' p ~ J/ 'Ph c)-::: 8'ez 
p(PtiD)::- ,7o, P(T-€~)==-•<9'=> ,iev11Ate- # o) p(pAo) 

1?( P~ t> U ~): p(p~o)-+- P(-t~) - P(T-e~ jP'I,.. ~ 3 
/4 -= , 7~ + , ~ 5 - . gg (. 7S) - o. /l 'I 

O. / o---z,. / !) ~ 28. Most Oklahomans want air-conditioning in their car. Eighty percent of all cars have air
conditioning, but only forty percent of economy cars have air-conditioning. If twenty-five percent of all cars are 
economy cars, what is the probability that a car will be an economy car and will have air conditioning? 

l°(Ac )-: .eo P(Ac I~)= ''1-o, P{€~)-,, .2-S 

p (£~ n k) ~ r ( AC ( f c,n.~) -rf ( ~ -== 
=- .1,to (, 2.s) -= ()./ . 

A research and develop company surveyed all 200 of its employees over the age of 60 and obtained the 
information given in the table below. One of these 200 employees is selected at random. Do not reduce 
f ti I Stat II f · f f D t tat d · I f f nswers. rac ona answers. e a o your answers as ratio rac ions. o no s e ec,ma rac ,on a 

UNDER 20 YEARS WITH OVER 20 YEARS WITH 
COMPANY COMPANY 
Technical Non-technical Technical Non-technical 
Staff Staff Staff Staff 

Plan to Retire at 31 5 45 12 9~ Age65 
Plan to Retire at 59 25 15 8 /tJ7 
Age68 --

So 9o 3o Ul -_2_v0 __ 29. What is the probability that the person selected is on the non-technical staff? 

~'f 3o .,- 2-0 

.-.--- zero 
/ M 30. If the person selected has under 20 years of service with the company, what is the probability 

that the person plans to retire at age 68? 
1 

,/ 

59 r -;..s 8r 
~ 9()J-30 !'lo 
I rfl} 31 . If the person selected is on the technical staff, what is the probability that the person has been 

with the company over 20 years? './J3 -I- /5 _ b O 

~ fp -!-{() - /5tJ 
~ 32. What is the probability that the person selected has over 20 years with the company is on the 

technical staff, and plans to retire at age 65? lf5 ' 
12-
~ 2-o-0 
----. 33. Assume the person selected has over 20 years with the company, what is the probability that 
the person Is on the technical staff or plans to retire at age 65? 

(oo + r;-; - tfS 72 
GfJ + 20 ~o 


